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Abstract: Abstract: The traditional systems only use username and password hashes for security. The research in the area of 
security shows that most of the passwords hashes have possibility of being compromised by hackers. Honeywords (false 
passwords) generation system is appropriate to protect hashed password files. In our system Honeywords are stored along with 
the original user password in the password file of the database. If the database is compromised by the hacker the hacker will not 
be able to recognize the real password. When the hacker tries to login into the system with one of the Honeywords, the system 
will trigger and redirect the hacker to the fake website and notify the user (via text message and mail).  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Compromisation of the password files is a very huge security problem which has affected many users and big companies like yahoo, 
rock you, LinkedIn, eHarmony and adobe target of many possible cyber-attacks. For example, the LinkedIn passwords were using 
the-e SHA-1 algorithm without a salt and similarly the passwords in the eHarmony system were also stored using unsalted MD5 
hashes [3]. Indeed, once a password file is stolen, by using the password cracking techniques like the algorithm of Weir et al. [4] it 
is easy to capture most of the plaintext passwords. This idea has been modified by Herley and Florencio [7] to protect online 
banking accounts from password brute-force attacks. According to the study, for each user incorrect login attempts with some 
passwords lead to honeypot accounts, i.e. malicious behavior is recognized. In this model, the fake password sets are stored with the 
real user password set to conceal the real passwords, thereby forcing an adversary to carry out a considerable amount of online work 
before getting the correct information. Recently Juels and Rivest [11] have introduced the honeyword mechanism to detect a 
hacker/attacker who attempt to login with the cracked passwords. Basically, for every username a set of honeywords is constructed 
such that it only has one original password and the others are decoy passwords to fool the hacker/attacker. Hence, when an 
attacker/hacker tries to enter onto the system with a honeyword, an alarm is triggered to notify the admin about the compromised 
password file. 

II. PROTOTYPE 
In this paper we proposed honey words (decoy passwords) to detect attacks against hashed password databases. For each user 
account, the legitimate password is stored with several honey words in order to sense impersonation. If honey words are selected 
properly, a cyber-attacker who steals a file of hashed passwords cannot be sure if it is the real password or a honey word for any 
account. However, entering with a honey word to login will trigger the alarm notifying the admin about a password file has been 
compromised. Also, we suggest a new approach that selects the honeywords from existing user passwords in the system in order to 
provide realistic honeywords – a perfectly flat honey word generation method – and also to reduce storage cost of the honey word 
scheme. 

A. Diagrams 

 
System Architecture 
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1) User Registration (Sign In / Sign Up): Username and password are required from the user to register the system.  
2) Creating HoneyIndex: Honeyindexes are generated periodically honeyindex set of each account should be regenerated.  
3) Generating Honey Words: Is an auxiliary service, honeychecker is   employed to store correct indexes for each account.  
4) Alarm to the user: Here hacker login to the system. And if he/she tries to access the system and if he/she enters any honeyword 

from password file then the notification or alert message is given to the real user. 

B. Applications 
System have ton of applications such as: 
1) Online banking transaction in our proposing system we are going to to create and store honeywords in the Honeywords that are 

generate from the user details. Because of doing this if any unauthorized attacker/hacker will try to guess the password and if 
that guess password match with the honeywords then alert will generate for the legal user and only login fail message will 
shows to that user. 

2) System Security: Our system will provide password security. 
3) Online shopping transaction system 

III. FUTURE SCOPE & CONCLUSION 
Adding up to this system, in near future we can add more protocols and algorithms which can strengthen up the security and can be 
more effective towards protecting the system. Various new aspects such as hybrid generation algorithm can be added which will 
help to increase the level of security which would make it difficult to be accessed by unauthorized user. 
With all the conceptual and practical knowledge that we have attained we predetermined the security of honeyword framework 
wherein we look upon to provide maximum security to user’s personal or business data. This concept works on creating a fake 
password or a decoy password which helps to detect if there is any attack on the system and if security level breach is detected. 
Once the system detects unauthorized access the system diverts the intruder to another website or url thus diverting his attention and 
safeguarding the users information. A counter step is taken by system by notifying the user by sending an email of the possible 
threat along with the necessary action that needs to be taken.  In all this system adds up a vital level of security besides normal 
security levels present. We look upon to provide a user friendly and a system on which a user can confidently rely on. 
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